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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NEW ANIME AND GAMING SERIES RAISING FUNDING WITH KICKSTARTER
Producers Also Gaining Acceptance From Key Anime Companies
Santa Monica, California, December 8, 2012 – With the passing of G-4’s X-Play, television is losing a
major source of video game info and entertainment. TKD Visions, LLC, a Los Angeles based television
and new media content creation company, may have just what these industries need with their new
show, Anime Sushi. While numerous anime series are alive and well across several networks, reduced
manga sales and the big changes at G-4 underscore the need for a weekly series that brings together the
worlds of anime, manga and gaming in an exciting, high-energy and fast-paced mix.
TKD Visions’ Anime Sushi can meet this need in a big way. Anime Sushi is a weekly half-hour series about
anime, manga and gaming that is now a Kickstarter project put together by the seasoned TKD television
team. The team, who see this show as an expression of their love for anime, manga and gaming,
includes E! Network mainstay Karl Laundy, the creator and Co-EP of Showtime’s Green Collar Comedy
Tip McPartland, twice Emmy-nominated film and television editor Duncan Burns, and former dick clark
productions executive in charge of production Kelvin Porter.
Hosted by West Coast anime icon Tadao Tomomatsu and the multi-talented Ella Bowen, Anime Sushi
takes viewers inside the art and industry of anime and manga, while bringing one of the internet’s top
gaming authorities -- Brandon Brown’s and Jose Estrella’s Dual Pixels -- into the series with segment host
Gabriel Olivero’s bleeding edge look into gaming news, reviews and rumors. The on-air talent is
exceptional, and together they’ll bring fans the very best coverage of gaming, anime and manga.
While the Kickstarter for the series pilot is brand new, the TKD Visions producers have been working for
several months to gain the support of some of the biggest players in the anime world, and with Dual
Pixels on board, the heavy hitters in the gaming industry will not be far behind. Now, fans and crowd
funding investors can do their part to help bring this excellent series to television or a major streaming
media channel. The show’s Kickstarter page linked below features a video demo where fans and crowd
funders can see for themselves the talent and charisma of the show’s hosts and the exciting visual style
that will make it a hit:
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/825124915/anime-sushi-pilot-episode-for-a-series
After watching the Anime Sushi demo video and reading the presentation, anime, manga and gaming
fans, as well as crowd funders worldwide, can contribute any amount of money they want to the
Kickstarter project from $1.00 to $10,000 to make sure that the things they love – anime, manga and
gaming – stay on television or streaming media in a big way.
###
If you need more information about Anime Sushi, TKD Visions, or their new Kickstarter financing
campaign, please call Tip McPartland at 310 272-9612 to arrange an interview with Duncan Burns.

